
FIRST RESPONDERS: Gratitude

We’re going to talk about momentum today. That’s an odd sermon subject, isn’t it? But its relevance to our focus
this morning I hope will become clear shortly.

Our focus is thanksgiving - timely - or gratitude. Our lead off witnesses for that focus are the ten lepers whom
Jesus heals in Luke 17. Their story is well known, so I’m just going to remind us of it. Ten lepers cry out to
Jesus for healing. Jesus tells them to show themselves to the priest. When they do so, they discover that have
been healed. Then the story turns to gratitude. 

Nine of the ten men, presumably happy with their new lease on health, go on with their lives. But one of them, a
Samaritan - those were the people who didn’t have anything to do with Jews - returns to say thanks to Jesus.
Ninety percent of the people healed by Jesus in that miracle respond to their good fortune by saying nothing to
the one who made it possible. Only one says thanks.

Here’s where momentum comes in. You know what momentum is, right? It’s the force an object has because of
its mass and velocity. A bowling ball rolling down a hill has more momentum than a beach ball.  A tank rolling
down a hill has more momentum than a hot wheels car. The more momentum something has, the harder it is to
stop it, right? Think about the momentum that one healed leper has to fight against in order for him to go back to
say thanks to Jesus.

There’s the momentum of numbers. He’s in a group of ten people. Everyone else in the group is headed
off into the rest of his day. Nobody else is going back to say thanks. We know what peer pressure is like
for young people. The tenth leper faced peer pressure, which I’m calling a kind of momentum. 
“Joe’s not saying thanks. Marcus is not saying thanks. Jose is not saying thanks, and if ANYONE I know
would go back and say thanks it would be Jose! So if none of them is going back, why should I?” The
tenth leper fought back the momentum of numbers.

Then there was the momentum of anonymity. Jesus doesn’t know me! The only reason he knew I existed
was that I was part of a group of people who made so much noise that he couldn’t help but notice us. But
he won’t notice if I don’t go back. Anonymity is another form of momentum the tenth leper had to resist.

And then there was the momentum of conclusion. I’m done. It’s over. I asked for help and he gave it. I’m
over here at the temple now, and he’s back there. Our transaction is completed. I don’t have to go back. I
can go on with my life now. That’s the momentum of conclusion, another momentum to which the tenth
leper could have, but did not, surrender.

Today we conclude a series of sermons on how we respond to God’s call and provision. We’ve explored several
different ways we respond. We respond with rejection - I don’t want to do what you want me to do, God. We
respond with doubt - I’m not sure about you, God. We respond with complaints - I thought for sure you were
going to provide for me better than you have. We respond with regret - I wish I hadn’t agreed to what you had in
mind for me, God. We respond without delay, like the disciples who followed Jesus immediately upon receiving
his invitation. 

The tenth healed leper shows us that we can also respond with gratitude, with thanksgiving. The other nine
healed lepers, however, show us that we don’t always respond that way. Why don’t we respond with gratitude?
Life’s momentums.

There’s the momentum of unmet expectations. God, I asked you for this much and you gave me this much. Or I
thought you’d provide for me in this way, but you provided for me in that way. And I’m just not feeling very
thankful right now.



I’ve told the story before. It’s not pretty, but it’s on point. One Christmas while I was in seminary, my brother
gave me a Bible trivia game. I didn’t want a Bible trivia game. I really didn’t want a Bible trivia game. So after
we finished our family unwrapping spree I took my brother aside, not to say thanks, but to ask whether he could
take it back and get me something else. The momentum of unmet expectations kept me from thanksgiving.

Then there’s the momentum of busyness. Just too busy. To many things to do. Too many cares to care about.
Too much on my plate. Don’t have time to say thanks. This momentum stops a lot of people from worshiping. I
work all week. Sunday is my only day off, my only day to sleep in. I’m too busy to go to worship and praise
God.

A related momentum - the momentum of tiredness. Don’t have enough energy to spend time counting my
blessings. I need down time, not counting blessing time. I know God provides for me, but I’m worn out and
don’t have the energy to say thanks every time something good happens. God knows everything, so God knows
I’m grateful without my having to say it.

How about the momentum of pride and ego? Why do I have to thank God? I did it! I made the plans. I did the
work. I deserve the credit. Oh, sure, God was there in some spiritual way, but I was the one who made it
happen. Why should I thank God for something I did?

And last among the momentums I will list is the momentum of doubt. How do I know for sure that it was God
who made that possible? Maybe it was just coincidence or good luck. What if I thank God and God didn’t have
anything to do with it?

What keeps you from praise and thanks to God? Ephesians 5.20 says  ..... Give thanks to God in ALL things.  
Colossians 3.15 says ALWAYS be thankful. What keeps you from saying thanks? What keeps you from
worshiping and glorifying God every chance you get? If gratitude doesn’t come easy for you, think about it as a
momentum. Once you move in that direction, the longer you move in that direction - the longer you practice a
life without gratitude to God - the easier it becomes, the harder it is to stop. 

That’s how we lose some church people. Once they disconnect or develop a practice of coming to church on
some occasional basis, their new practice develops a momentum of its own. And the longer the momentum builds
- we call it a habit - the harder it is to stop.

What’s the answer? New momentum. A momentum of praise. A momentum of worship. A momentum of
thanksgiving. A momentum of gratitude. A momentum of acknowledgment of God’s goodness. Even when you
don’t feel it. Even when you’re tired and worn out. Even when there’s not much cause for it. Ephesians 5 says be
thankful in ALL things. 

I think the word I use more than any other in my prayers is some form of the word thanks. In the ICU this past
week with Steve and Faith and one of Faith’s brothers. Serious, potentially deadly circumstances. But our prayer
was one of thanks. Thanks for Steve’s faith. Thanks for Faith’s partnership with him. Thanks for the support of
family, for the skills of the professionals taking care of Steve. Thanks. Thanks. Thanks! for all things.

Establish a new momentum of gratitude in your life. God, that was a crisis, but I got through it, and I thank you.
God, my friend just died, but did he or she ever bless me, so I thank you for it. God, life is really hard, but I
know you will provide, so in advance of your provision, I say thanks.

A new momentum of gratitude. Hit a string of green lights? Say thanks for the convenience. Hit a string of red
lights? Say thanks for the chance to slow down. Create a momentum of gratitude in your life. And as that
momentum builds, you’ll find that you’ll say thanks for more and more, including when God provides for you the
way you want and the way you didn’t think you wanted.



In fact, start or continue to build your momentum today, by attending our potluck feast. Don’t say I didn’t bring
anything. Say thanks God for providing for me through the people who did. Give thanks in all things, starting
right now. 


